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KEY MESSAGES:

THIS QUARTER, PERSPECTIVES SHARES ALL ABOUT OUR INVOLVEMENT AT THE 27TH
SESSION OF THE CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES OF THE UNFCCC (COP27) HOSTED BY THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, 6-18 NOVEMBER 2022

DECEMBER NEWSLETTER
PERSPECTIVES CLIMATE GROUP SHARES RECENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS WITH YOU FROM Q4 2022!

Military emissions take centre stage
at COP27

Emissions from wars and military activities can reach
several hundred million t CO2e; for the Ukraine war,
the count stands at 70 million t. The COP27 side
event co-organised by the government of Ukraine
and Perspectives on assessing and accounting such
emissions attracted 150 participants. Key
international media like German and Swiss TV,
Bloomberg and AFP covered the event and
interviewed speakers. The environmental NGO COP
daily ECO dedicated half a page to the event and its
message. Kseniia Oleksyn, intern at Perspectives,
successfully coordinated the event. Watch the
recording here. 

PERSPECTIVES HAS CO-ORGANISED SEVERAL
OFFICIAL SIDE EVENTS WITH GOVERNMENTS
OR OTHER NON-STATE ACTORS AT COP27. IN
THE FOLLOWING, A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE
DIFFERENT EVENTS IS GIVEN. 

Implementing Art. 6 of the Paris
Agreement in Palestine 

This event highlighted the results of a first project
phase of the collaboration between the Palestinian
government and Perspectives Climate Research
(PCR) to support the implementation of Art.6 in
Palestine, facilitated by the NDCP. Laila Darouich
presented an analysis and lessons learned from the
current state and use of carbon markets in Jordan,
Egypt and Ghana, and derived recommendations for
Palestine to learn from best practices and avoid
pitfalls.

The session also included a panel discussion
moderated by renowned carbon market expert Axel
Michaelowa and featured Janet Rogan, COP26
Regional Ambassador for Middle East and Africa,
Nedal Katbeh-Bader, UNFCCC focal point from
Palestine and Belal Shqarin, Director of Climate
Change of the Jordanian Ministry of Environment.
The panellists discussed, among other things, the
opportunities that Article 6 can offer, especially for
developing countries, in achieving NDC targets.
Watch the event recording here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynQbzwxTnBw&ab_channel=UNClimateChange-Events
https://fb.watch/hnT4qAS40Q/
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Article 6 implementation through
capacity building and blending with
climate finance

The speakers at this event discussed how to face
capacity-building challenges to facilitate Article 6
implementation in Small Island Developing States
(SIDS) through blending finance sources. The
National Finance Vehicle of Dominica was presented
as one of the pioneering examples that aims at
blending carbon finance to close the gaps to achieve
Dominica’s NDCs. Colleagues introduced the efforts
and tools of the International Initiative for
Development of Article 6 Methodology Tools (II-
AMT), an independent and innovative approach to
the methodology transition to the new Paris carbon-
market approaches that can also facilitate Article 6
implementation in SIDS. Watch the recording here. 

How can SIDS harness capacity
building for Article 6 cooperation?

This side event discussed approaches to capacity
building in SIDS involving North-South and South-
South collaboration, including simplification of
methodologies. “Side Events like this one as well as
others to follow in the future will play a major role in
building capacity for SIDS to use Art. 6 as a way to
assist the implementation of NDCs to boost climate
ambition” said Will Agricole, speaker at the event
and Special Advisor to the Ministry of Agriculture in
the Seychelles. Watch the recording here. 

Policy Regulation and Climate
Finance Development Scenarios for
Renewable Energy in Africa with a
Focus on Ethiopia's updated NDC

Ethiopia and key partners showcased how to
mobilise climate finance from the Green Climate
Fund and carbon markets for achieving conditional
NDC targets, while exploring further opportunities for
maximising mitigation and resilience. At the event,
Perspectives colleague Stephan Hoch presented the
“Climate-resilient community access to safe water
powered by renewable energy in drought-vulnerable
regions of Ethiopia” as a project proposal example,
which was prepared and submitted by the Ministry of
Finance and Ministry of Irrigation & Lowlands with
support from Perspectives and SouthSouthNorth.
Furthermore, he discussed Ethiopia‘s Carbon Market
portfolio, the contribution of Article 6 to Ethiopia`s
NDC as well as Article 6 initiatives in Ethiopia, such as
the JCM and the World Bank Carbon-Initiative for
Development. He concluded by presenting the Clean
Cooling Collaborative. The following key messages
were shared: Ethiopia has expressed a strong interest
in participating in market-based mechanisms and
intends to sell ITMOs to finance achieving the
conditional mitigation targets and emphasises the
importance of environmental integrity. The country
leads the LDS Group in Art.6 negotiations and the
Art.6.4 SB and is currently taking its first steps
towards establishing an institutional framework for
Art.6 participation and CDM transition. Watch the
recording here.

https://www.perspectives.cc/public/initiatives/international-initiative-for-development-of-article-6-methodology-tools-ii-amt/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ltL8_L10Mw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93qWQL1NSec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJI_lslrbP8
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Policy Developments for Carbon
Dioxide Removal with the
Government of Iceland at COP27

With almost 50 attendees, we had a lively discussion
on the need for, and the challenges and
opportunities, associated with scaling direct air
capture and durable storage in basaltic rock
formations. “It was an honour to invite the
government of Iceland and University of Freiburg
along with the cutting-edge technology developers
and providers Carbfix and Climeworks as well as
colleagues in the CDR-Policies and Ethics research
project to exchange their experiences and findings
regarding such technology for carbon dioxide
removal as well as with carbon markets moving
towards their sustainable mobilisation,” said
Matthias Honegger, Senior Consultant from PCR.
Watch the recording here. 

CDM transition in context of
ambition increase through Article 6

This event discussed existing gaps in defining what
could be transferred from CDM to Article 6 in a way
that also allows increasing the ambition of the host
countries’ NDCs. Representatives from Georgia,
Korea and Vietnam discussed how countries can go
beyond their NDC within the CDM transition. The
Klik Foundation presented their approach to
increase ambition through Article 6.2 bilateral
agreements and the Zurich University of Applied
Science presented the key considerations to
increase ambition through Article 6, highlighting
that perverse incentives for host and buyer countries
can hinder ambition increase. Watch the recording
here. 
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Morocco to be an early mover in
CDM and leader in Article 6
activities 

This side event presented Morocco’s and Ghana’s
Article 6 strategy, their engagement in South-South
capacity building initiatives and Article 6 pilots, and
discussed these with buyers of Article 6 credits. The
event successfully demonstrated the need for early
engagement and capacity building to effectively
engage in Article 6 activities. Both Morocco and
Ghana can build on their previous experience of
participating in carbon markets and draw initial
lessons from exploring Article 6 by adopting bilateral
agreements and establishing the necessary national
framework. Watch the recording here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMqcSRNv9II
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8U2Kg3vnOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5y00D00LC4&ab_channel=UNClimateChange-Events
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Assuring environmental integrity in
voluntary markets
Axel Michaelowa’s input at a UK Pavilion side event
on voluntary markets stressed the key role of
stringent baseline and additionality determination
for such markets. He highlighted the efforts of the
International Initiative for the development of
Article 6 Methodology Tools as an approach that
could set guardrails not only for Art. 6 but also for
voluntary markets.

How offsetting can help carbon
pricing
At an IEA side event hosted by the South African
Pavilion, Axel Michaelowa made a strong link
between the possibility to use emission credits
against national carbon taxes. This is a crucial safety
valve to prevent industry opposition against carbon
taxes, as clearly shown in the South African case.
Other countries should emulate this approach.

Perspectives founding member of
key Article 6 capacity building
initiative
PCR is among 64 governments and institutions that
are founding members of the Article 6
Implementation Partnership. The Partnership
orchestrated by Japan was launched through a
ministerial level event at COP27. It aims to prevent
duplication of capacity building.

Huge interest of researchers on
status of Art. 6 negotiations
Over 100 researchers from all over the world listened
to Axel Michaelowa’s summary of crunch issues in
Article 6 negotiations presented to the members of
the Research and Independent NGO (RINGO)
constituency on November 15. The presentation
generated a lively discussion.
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Article 6 – Early experiences and
future potential
Perspectives’ Hanna-Mari Ahonen moderated a side
event at COP27 on Article 6 experiences and future
potential. Representatives from Sweden and Ghana
shared insights from their pioneering cooperation.
Panellists highlighted the significant potential of
Article 6 to drive the clean energy transition,
particularly in Africa, the importance of capacity
building for Article 6 readiness, and the imminent
approval of the world’s first ITMO transaction by
Ghana. It was also noted that private sector actors
are interested in engaging in Article 6 but need
guidance and support.  

NEXT TO THE OFFICIAL SIDE EVENTS,
THE PERSPECTIVES TEAM ALSO
CONTRIBUTED TO OTHER SIDE EVENTS
IN THE PAVILIONS. SOME KEYNOTES
ARE SUMMARISED IN THE FOLLOWING:

https://www.perspectives.cc/public/initiatives/international-initiative-for-development-of-article-6-methodology-tools-ii-amt/
https://www.env.go.jp/en/press/press_00741.html
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Towards credible claims in the
voluntary carbon markets

Perspectives’ Hanna-Mari Ahonen participated in a
panel discussion on regulating claims relating to the
voluntary use of carbon credits, organised by the
Wuppertal Institute on behalf of the German Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Climate Action at COP27.
Hanna-Mari shared insights from Nordic countries,
emphasising the importance of a clear common
understanding of key terms and concepts. The
panellists agreed that regulators have an important
role in enhancing trust in the voluntary carbon
markets and that cooperation is needed to promote
harmonised approaches across countries. 

Using carbon markets to accelerate
climate action

Kicking off the Finance Day at the Nordic COP27
Pavilion, Perspectives’ Hanna-Mari Ahonen and Jon
Johnsen from Danish pension fund PKA discussed
how private sector finance can be used to accelerate
climate action. Hanna-Mari explained how voluntary
carbon markets can be used to enhance ambition,
stressing that ensuring trust in carbon markets is
crucial.  

International carbon markets to
harness energy access in Africa

Revenues from sale of emission credits can be
decisive to close the financing gap for renewable
energy activities in Sub-Saharan Africa. Axel
Michaelowa, invited by IEA to speak at an event at
the Francophonie Pavilion stressed that the region
has become a pioneer in Article 6 action and thus is
well placed to benefit from credit sales revenues.

Perspectives’ experts present latest
research on Paris Alignment of
export finance at COP27 side events

Laila Darouich presented Perspectives’ Paris
Alignment methodology for Export Credit Agencies
(ECAs) as well the results of the first five country case
studies at a dedicated COP27 side event at the
pavilion of the International Development Finance
Club (IDFC). She highlighted that ECAs are lagging in
climate ambition, compared to other international
public finance institutions. Igor Shishlov presented
the results of the case study on SACE – the official
Italian ECA – at a climate finance side event at the
Italian pavilion. He highlighted the risks of using the
ongoing energy crisis as a justification for the
expansion of fossil fuel supply infrastructure. 

Contribution to

https://www.perspectives.cc/public/publications/publication/?no_cache=1&tx_pccprojects_plugin%5Baction%5D=show&tx_pccprojects_plugin%5Bcontroller%5D=Publication&tx_pccprojects_plugin%5Buid%5D=125
https://www.idfc.org/


METHODOLOGY INITIATIVE LAUNCHES PUBLIC CONSULTATION ON DRAFT
ARTICLE 6 METHODOLOGY TOOLS

The International Initiative for Development of Article 6 Methodology Tools (II-AMT) has reached an important
milestone, the launch of the public consultation on the draft methodology tools and guidance document.
Throughout this year, the international team of methodology experts of the II-AMT has developed three draft
Article 6 methodology tools and a draft NDC guidance document to enable the rapid operationalisation of market-
based cooperation under Article 6. The expert-led process strives for the alignment of approved Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM) methodologies with rules and principles for collaboration under Article 6 of the
Paris Agreement. II-AMT aims to provide a pragmatic, yet robust approach to the transition of existing
methodologies and to make them fit for Article 6.

Public 
Consultation

TOOL01: Tool for the demonstration and assessment of
additionality
TOOL02: Tool for robust baseline setting
TOOL03: Tool for MRV of emissions, reductions and
removals
GUIDE01: Guidance for evaluating activities’ links to host
country NDC and LT-LEDS

At COP27, the public consultation on the draft documents was
launched. The consultation is open until 16 January 2023.
Carbon market stakeholders and experts are invited to provide
feedback on the draft documents through the following website
(simple comment or upload of the commented version of
tools/guidance).
 
The consultation focuses on the following draft documents:

 
After the consultation, the draft documents will be finalised,
taking the comments into account, and published in Q1 2023.

POLICY BRIEF PROVIDING OVERVIEW OF POSSIBLE GHG EMISSION
REDUCTIONS AND REMOVALS

The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) assigned Perspectives Climate Group to give advice on how to
harness carbon markets in an efficient yet ambitious manner. During this assignment, we have identified the
need for a clear and comprehensive distinction to address sources and sinks of GHGs (also referred to
respectively as emission reductions and removals) in the four sectors relevant to FAO.

This policy brief aims to provide an overview of possible GHG emission reductions and removals associated
with the agriculture, forestry, livestock and fisheries sectors and illustrate them in easy-to-understand graphic
form. Read the full policy brief here.

https://www.perspectives.cc/public/initiatives/international-initiative-for-development-of-article-6-methodology-tools-ii-amt/
https://www.perspectives.cc/public/initiatives/international-initiative-for-development-of-article-6-methodology-tools-ii-amt/
https://www.perspectives.cc/public/fileadmin/user_upload/II-AMT_Demonstration_and_assessment_of_additionality_.pdf
https://www.perspectives.cc/public/fileadmin/user_upload/II-AMT_Robust_baseline_setting_.pdf
https://www.perspectives.cc/public/fileadmin/user_upload/II-AMT_MRV_of_emissions__reductions_and_verifications_.pdf
https://www.perspectives.cc/public/fileadmin/user_upload/II-AMT_Evaluating_activities__links_to_the_host_country_s_NDC__LT-LEDS_.pdf
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/322b6d2166734f1ba24f2637a77e1507
https://www.perspectives.cc/public/publications/publication/?no_cache=1&tx_pccprojects_plugin%5Baction%5D=show&tx_pccprojects_plugin%5Bcontroller%5D=Publication&tx_pccprojects_plugin%5Buid%5D=176


A Nordic report on best practices for the voluntary carbon markets was launched on 29 November, contributing to
ongoing national and international efforts to promote the integrity, transparency and harmonisation of voluntary
carbon markets. It includes the Nordic Code of Best Practice for the Voluntary Use of Carbon Credits (“Code”)
which is a result of a co-creation process with Nordic stakeholders, facilitated by the Nordic Dialogue on Voluntary
Compensation. The dialogue was led by Perspectives Climate Research and supported by an international team of
leading climate experts from IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute, Carbon Limits and Tyrsky Consulting,
as well as a working group consisting of over 30 Nordic stakeholders. It was funded by the Nordic Council of
Ministers. Learn more about the dialogue here, read the final report here and watch the launch webinar here.

NORDIC DIALOGUE SUMS UP BEST PRACTICES
FOR VOLUNTARY CARBON MARKETS

Perspectives moderate a panel on
reforming the Export Credits
Arrangement at the OECD

Igor Shishlov moderated a panel on reforming the
Climate Change Sector Understanding (CCSU)
under the OECD Arrangement on Officially
Supported Export Credits. The panel discussed
how export finance can be used to foster the
deployment of clean energy while avoiding
greenwashing. Export Credit Agencies have a
powerful de-risking capacity and can therefore
play a leading role in energy transitions. The panel
agreed that export finance needs to be urgently
reoriented away from fossil fuel support towards
clean energy solutions. The potential reform of the
CCSU should thus enable more favourable finance
conditions for clean energy investments and
exports.

New study by Perspectives Climate
Research proposes reforms to align
the U.S. Export-Import Bank (EXIM)
with the Paris Agreement 

The study – the 5th in a series of case studies on Export
Credit Agencies (ECAs) – demonstrates that despite
important climate commitments under the Biden
administration, EXIM is still not in line with the Paris
Agreement. It is unclear how EXIM implements the U.S.
government’s guidance on phasing out support for
international unabated fossil fuels. This is aggravated by
the energy crisis and EXIM’s potentially important role
in supporting the expansion of domestic liquified
natural gas (LNG) infrastructure. The online magazine
Global Trade Review has been the latest outlet to cover
Perspectives’ work on assessing ECAs’ alignment with
the Paris Agreement.

Perspectives’ experts participate in
two conferences on fossil fuel supply
in Oxford and London

Igor Shishlov and Max Schmidt participated in the
International Conference on Fossil Fuel Supply and
Climate Policy at Queen’s College (Oxford) as well as
the Symposium on the Fossil Fuel Non-Proliferation
Treaty at the University of Westminster (London),
presenting Perspectives’ latest research on the urgent
need to reform the international export finance system. 

https://nordicdialogue.com/
https://www.norden.org/en/publication/harnessing-voluntary-carbon-markets-climate-ambition
https://nordicdialogue.com/events/
https://www.oecd.org/trade/topics/export-credits/arrangement-and-sector-understandings/
https://www.perspectives.cc/public/publications/publication/?no_cache=1&tx_pccprojects_plugin%5Baction%5D=show&tx_pccprojects_plugin%5Bcontroller%5D=Publication&tx_pccprojects_plugin%5Buid%5D=179
https://www.gtreview.com/news/global/us-exim-lags-on-climate-despite-bidens-pledges-report-says/
https://fossilfuelsandclimate.org/2022-conference-programme
https://fossilfueltreaty.org/


DO YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY IN A DIVERSIFIED
PORTFOLIO OF STOCKS THAT REALLY MAKE A DIFFERENCE FOR THE CLIMATE?

We are thrilled to announce that our spin-off, Pure Climate Stocks, just launched its Advanced Course on stock
investing with 100% climate impact.

In the course, you will learn a tested, easily applied, and practical method for achieving financial success with Pure
Climate Stocks. The great news is that you can enroll in the course with a 40% early bird discount for only 57 USD.
With this offer, immediately watch the first training sessions with 30+ minutes of inspiring content. The remaining
sessions, with additional 60 minutes of practical training material, will be ready in January 2023. This exciting offer
is only valid until 23rd of December, 2022.

Benefit from this special deal, enroll in the course and start investing with 100% climate impact!

Advanced Course: Build your own portfolio
Learn the formula for success to stock investment with 100% climate impact

Enroll now!

Make better stock investments with fair
returns and positive climate impact

https://pureclimatestocks.com/pure-climate-stocks-advanced-course-build-your-own-portfolio/
https://pureclimatestocks.com/pure-climate-stocks-advanced-course-build-your-own-portfolio/
https://pureclimatestocks.com/pure-climate-stocks-advanced-course-build-your-own-portfolio/
https://pureclimatestocks.com/pure-climate-stocks-advanced-course-build-your-own-portfolio/
https://pureclimatestocks.com/pure-climate-stocks-advanced-course-build-your-own-portfolio/

